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The crisis committee is one of the most unique, challenging, yet rewarding
experiences in Model UN. Every delegate is capable of affecting the
committee environments through the directives they craft with their peers.
This committee is composed of various key figures representing the Allied
nations involved in the Pacific theatre of World War II. Based in the
immediate aftermath of Pearl Harbour, delegates will have to deal with the
same challenges and disagreements that the characters of this committee
faced 80 years ago.
An overview of how crisis committees work.
The committee will be in a crisis setting, wherein the decisions of delegates
will affect the Allied efforts throughout the Pacific Campaign. For those new
to crisis committees, directives are how a delegation interacts with the crisis
itself. There are two kinds of directives: public, which mobilize the collective
power of committee members and are approved via public votes, or private,
which use your delegation’s powers and do not require approval from the
rest of the committee. Private directives can be used for the sake of
efficiency or for subversive purposes when you are trying to advance your
own interests.
Updates will be given regularly throughout the conference notifying you of
new information that your committee is realistically aware of. What this
essentially means is that, oftentimes delegates will be forced to craft
directives without having full knowledge of the situation or the opinions of
your peers. Unlike other forms of Model UN committees, crises demand
delegates to be quick on their feet and proactive in the midst of chaos. In
the context of this committee, failure to react quickly enough to updates
may create additional problems for the allies.
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Delegates of this committee will not be representing a nation, but a
historical figure with their own motivations and beliefs. A major factor that
makes crisis committees such amazing experiences are the intriguing
dynamics of delegates striving to advance their own interests in spite of
their effects on others. If necessary, you may backstab, sabotage, or execute
your colleagues for the sake of your own personal interests. Due to this, it is
highly recommended that you research your character in addition to the
historical setting of the JCC. For a preliminary understanding of your
delegation, be sure to read your character’s description near the end of the
background guide. Given that this committee is set in World War II, some
delegates may wish to use the same decisions and ideas of the figures they
represent to replicate their success. While it is not forbidden to do so,
delegates are reminded that the committee environment is constantly
changing and so initiatives that worked historically may not be as effective in
the crisis.
Notes to Crisis
Crisis notes are an important feature of Crisis committees that allow
delegates to work on their personal goals/aspirations outside of what is
going on in committee. The content of these notes is only limited by your
imagination but we do expect a specific format for all messages sent to
crisis staff:
1. Who: To whom is your note directed? (ie. another delegate in
committee, a character not represented in committee, the crisis team)
2. What: What are you hoping to achieve? (this is only limited by your
imagination)
3. Why: Why do you want to do this? (this helps provide the crisis team
with a sense of direction with what you want to do)

*There is no guarantee that what you send to crisis will be
approved/occur*
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Our team is hoping to strike a balance in what we approve; if a note fails it is
likely because crisis staff feels it wouldn’t be realistic or is too extreme.
However, please also consider that it may be due to personal directives
other delegates have implemented or conflict with a public directive that
has been passed. If you are confused or require any assistance, please do
not hesitate to ask your chair or other crisis staff about how to develop
crisis notes. At the end of the day, crisis notes are just an exercise in
creative writing so we encourage delegates to put thought and detail into
these directives - they will be rewarded. After all, it is through creativity and
wit that can flip conflicts such as that of the Pacific campaign on their head.
Rules
Given the historical nature of this committee, it is a wartime setting. A few
universal rules will be in effect throughout the entire conference:
1. Respect:
a. This committee is set in World War II, wherein the forces of both
sides committed abhorred acts. Notes, directives, or statements in
committee dealing with anything related to war crimes such as rape,
genocide, prostitution, sexual assault, abusing prisoners of war, etc.
will not be tolerated. Elements such as land warfare, sea warfare,
covert operations, and assassinations will be allowed. If you are
unsure if a certain action is appropriate for the committee, do not
hesitate to send a message to the crisis team and they will get back
to you.
b. Throughout the committee, you will be able to message other
delegates directly via notes and unmoderated caucuses. Please be
respectful with your messages and behaviour with other delegates
throughout the conference. If a delegate has any concerns about a
message or another person’s behaviour, please bring it to the
attention of the chair or the crisis staff.
c. If a delegate violates either of these rules, it may result in a
ban on sending messages to other delegates or removal from
WESMUN 2021
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2. Delegate Powers
a. Troops/Ships - Some delegates are involved in the armed forces
and therefore will control their defences troops/ships. For large
directives and battle plans, the names of the leaders and their
forces will need to be disclosed as they will impact the strength
and number of forces on the battlefield.

BACKGROUND INFO
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Overview: The State of the Pacific Theatre, December 8th, 1941
It is December 8th, 1941. For four years now, war has been raging in
the Far East. The relentless Japanese war machine has overwhelmed
the Allied forces across the Pacific and shows no signs of slowing
down. The recent attack on Pearl Harbour has woken up the Allies to
the incredible might of the Imperial forces. With the American Pacific
fleet decimated, the Japanese are now free to invade the overseas
territories of the United Kingdom, the Netherlands, and the United
States. The resource-rich region holds the keys to Japan’s dream of a
Greater East Asia Co-Prosperity Sphere, wherein the peoples of the
far east would stand in subservience to Japan. For the Allies, longstanding fears have become a reality; the war they are fighting has
now become a globe-spanning conflict and they are on the back foot.
At first glance, it may appear that the Allied nations are not in a
position of weakness, as the entrance of the United States into the war
is a major factor that can turn the tide of the war. As seen in World
War I, the entrance of the United States helped tilt the war in the Allies'
favour, which eventually led to victory in 1918. However, this is a very
different conflict from previous wars between the major European
powers. With the war being fought on several fronts, countries are no
longer able to devote the majority of their manpower and resources to
a specific region. While the Allied nations boast an incredible industrial
might, much of the war effort is being devoted to the Mediterranean,
the Middle East, and the Eastern front, as these areas are thought to
be crucial for any eventual victory.
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Given the Pacific being of lower priority to Allied High Command at
the moment, fewer supplies, equipment and soldiers are being sent
to stem the Japanese advance. Furthermore, much of the
experienced command is currently fighting in the previously
mentioned campaigns, causing the quality of the military leadership in
the Far East to suffer. The Japanese have shown that they are an
incredibly well-trained and well-supplied fighting force. Thorough
planning, technological superiority, and ruthlessness have helped
them overcome the numerical superiority of the Chinese army. Lastly,
the attack on Pearl Harbour has sidelined the largest Allied power in
the Pacific, the United States. Much of the Pacific fleet has been
destroyed or damaged and in need of repairs, granting the Japanese
naval supremacy in the region for a considerable period. Key
materials in the production of war supplies and weapons, such as
rubber, are heavily concentrated in areas currently controlled by the
Allies. However, the Japanese naval superiority allows them to invade
the many resource-rich territories across the Pacific, which could
prove to be a death blow for the Allied war effort. With this in mind,
the inexperienced Allied forces are in a moment of extreme
vulnerability which could see them lose control of the rest of the Far
East and potentially, the entire conflict.
As is clear, the Allies are not in a position to draft plans to invade
Japan. In the Pacific, naval supremacy is crucial; without safe waters, it
will be much harder to transport supplies and troops across the
region. Given this, the committee has two primary objectives:
preserving control over current Allied territories and gaining
superiority over the Pacific.

OVERVIEW OF THE ALLIED
TERRITORIES
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While the Allies are certainly at a strategic disadvantage, they hold the keys
to Japan’s long-term outlook in the war. The territories under their
possession are rich in food and raw materials, especially oil, crucial for the
Japanese war economy. Without a steady flow of supply, the Imperial Army
will suffer from supply issues and lower quality equipment. Among the key
areas currently under Allied control are the Malayan peninsula, the Dutch
East Indies, and the Philippines.
Malaya:
Among the Japanese targets is the British protectorate of Malaya and the
surrounding settlements, which include the unfederated Malay States and
the Straits settlements of Penang, Dinding, Malacca, and Singapore. In
contrast to other British colonial possessions, the administration of the
Malay peninsula does not have a central authority. Rather, it is a mix of
local governance, independent British protectorates, and direct rule from
London in the case of the Straits Settlements. For the British, the Malay
peninsula was a major source of income due to resource wealth; the
region produces over half of the world’s tin and 40% of its rubber. For
Britain, 70% of its rubber and 57% of its tin came from trade with the
Malay colonies. It should be noted that the peninsula has very difficult
terrain and heavy monsoon seasons from June to September in the
southwest and from November to March in the northeast. From dense
tropical rainforest to jungle swamps, current British planners estimate that
the difficult terrain and a lack of communications infrastructure would
help slow down a Japanese invasion. Furthermore, neighbouring Siam
(modern-day Thailand) is facing pressure from Japan to join the Axis, so an
invasion could begin in the north of the territory.
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Outside the natural resources, the defence of Malaya is key due to the
importance of the Singapore naval base. Following the end of World War I,
the Royal Navy became much smaller and was not large enough to sustain
a permanent Pacific fleet. In response to this, the British devised a strategy
that sent large naval forces only in times of crisis. To host a force of such a
magnitude, a port would need to be selected for refurbishment. The
British considered several cities, including Hong Kong and Sydney but
ultimately settled on Singapore because of its accessibility to areas in
need of defence and its strategic position between the South China Sea
and the Indian Ocean. Singapore is the only way the British could flex their
naval power in the Pacific, as it is the only dock east of Malta capable of
receiving a post-1905 battle fleet. As such, it is a crucial part of the Allied
plans to defend against the Japanese forces and any aspiration to gain
prolonged naval supremacy over the Pacific. The base cost 60 million
pounds and is defended by 15-inch guns.
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This has created a widespread belief that Singapore is an impregnable
fortress, with Prime Minister Winston Churchill naming it the “Gibraltar
of the East”. However, the Royal Navy is currently occupied with
campaigns in the Atlantic and Mediterranean. Without the navy, the
base is considerably weaker and much more feasible for invasion. Due
to this, Singapore will need to be defended for several weeks to months
until the fleet’s arrival. While Japanese intelligence is unaware of the
flaw in the Singapore strategy, the British should not rest on the
assumption that the city is a haven. Rather, a holistic defence of the
entirety of Malaya may be needed to stem the advance of an invading
force. This in turn could buy enough time for a fleet to arrive, providing
sufficient firepower to defend Singapore and ensure long-term naval
supremacy in the surrounding area.
The Philippines:
The Commonwealth of the Philippines is the US protectorate that has
governed the island archipelago since 1935. In 1941, the territory was
the westernmost American territory and severely isolated from other
US ports. Manila, the capital, is 5,000 miles from Pearl Harbour, Hawaii,
and over 7,000 miles away from San Francisco. Conversely, it is a mere
1,800 miles away from Tokyo. Its isolation is exacerbated by the general
lack of an Allied presence outside of the Malay territories and the Dutch
East Indies. The islands are largely unprepared for a war with Japan due
to a variety of factors. Firstly, the 1922 Washington Naval Treaty
prevented the construction of new fortifications on American Pacific
possessions in exchange for limitations on Japanese shipbuilding. This
effectively limited defences to the area surrounding Manila.
Additionally, the devolution of power in 1935 left the responsibility of
defending the islands to the nascent Philippine local government, which
possessed limited resources. A lack of resources has caused the newlyformed Philippine Army to be poorly equipped and incoherent due to
the linguistic diversity of soldiers.
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Thanks to General Douglas MacArthur, a strong supporter for
improving the defences of the Philippines, plans to establish a bastion
of American power in the archipelago are set to be completed by April
of 1942. However, the armed forces still leave much to be desired in
December of 1941, with a lack of equipment plaguing most divisions.
What makes the defence of the Philippines a plausible idea is the
strong contingent of warplanes sent by the United States. Most are
state-of-the-art B-17 Flying Fortress bombers and P-40 fighter aircraft.
Yet, once again a lack of funding has left the air defence infrastructure
in an inadequate state.
The seemingly hopeless status of the defences in the Philippines may
force a change in Allied strategy. With a successful defence unlikely, it
may be worthwhile to shift toward a plan that aims to prolong the
Japanese invasion for as long as possible. In waging a war of attrition,
the Allies would have additional time that could be crucial in
strengthening defenses elsewhere. In a conflict of such fine margins,
additional days allow for more troops, resources, and equipment to be
transported to the places they need to be. Improved preparations
could prove to be a key factor in the stabilization of the Allied position
in the Pacific. Given the generally poor nature of defences, it is arguably
inevitable that some territory will be lost. However, a costly Japanese
victory in the Philippines could be what prevents an overwhelming
onslaught and a swift defeat. A lengthy defence could take the form of
War Plan Orange-3, the US War Department’s plan for the Philippines.
Here, forces would retreat to the Bataan peninsula near Manila and
conduct a drawn-out defence while protecting Manila Bay and awaiting
rescue.

The Dutch East Indies
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The Dutch East Indies encompasses a massive area stretching from
Sumatra to New Guinea. The area is rich in oil and rubber, crucial for
the resource-starved industrial base of Japan. However, the loss of the
Dutch institutions governing the colony may lead to a permanent loss
of territory because of the rising native independence movement. The
young and western-educated native population was increasingly
restless after centuries under Dutch rule. In the 1920s, the idea of
“Indonesia”, a union of all the peoples encompassing the East Indies,
began to grow in popularity. Figureheads such as Sukarno during his
leadership of the Indonesian National Party continued to stir
resentment toward the Dutch rulers and promote independence.
Furthermore, locals did not see the Japanese as oppressive overlords
seeking to expand their empire, which stems from Japan’s anti-Western
ideology. Ideas like the Greater East Asia Co-Prosperity Sphere
promoted self-sufficiency among the Asian nations and a united
opposition against the scourge of Western imperialism. As such, a
Dutch defeat could lead to a permanent loss of access to the valuable
oil and rubber reserves of the colony. Furthermore, it would make the
organization of a counter-attack much more difficult. Its strategic
importance cannot be understated; the loss of the island archipelago
would isolate Australia from both the United States and the British
territories. As the largest independent Allied nation in the region,
Australia figures to be an important area for troop basing and the
organization of plans to invade areas nearby. Without the Dutch East
Indies, it is virtually impossible to stage such things and would likely
mean that a victory in the Pacific would only happen due to the arrival
of a strong American Pacific Fleet, or the re-allocation of British
resources away from current campaigns in Europe.

Summary/Other Concerns:
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Each Allied territory mentioned here is important for both Japan and
the Allies. Not only are they strategically important in the battle for
control over the Pacific, but they also contain the necessary resources
for the war economies of both sides. If the Allies are to preserve some
control in the Pacific, they must achieve a point of consensus on which
colonies should be defended and which should not. Given the finite
resources, there is little chance that all of the territories will be able to
beat back the coming Japanese invaders. Rather, the goal in the short
term should be to avoid a quick defeat and preserve a foothold in the
region. The swift loss of Western Europe has made Allied operations
incredibly difficult and a swift capitulation in the Far East could be a
death blow. With the fate of the conflict in the balance, the Allies must
determine a coherent plan to defend their territories in the Pacific.
Questions to Consider:
1. Given the limited resources of the Allies, how would you allocate
troops and supplies to the three key territories across the Pacific?
2. Considering the importance of the naval base in Singapore, how
would you ensure it is well-protected until the arrival of the Royal
Navy? How much of Malaya should be defended?
3. The Dutch East Indies have a growing pro-independence
movement. What would you do in response to this? Should efforts
be made to attract its support to try to preserve societal stability?
Should the movement be suppressed?

BLOC POSITIONS
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The United Kingdom: While the UK is an empire in decline, the Royal
Navy boasts an unparalleled ability to dominate the waters. The primary
British possessions in the Pacific are Malaya and Hong Kong. Britain is
determined to limit Japan's sphere of influence in the Far East. However,
the resources that Britain can commit to the Far East are restricted due
to ongoing campaigns in the European and Middle Eastern theatre.
Australia: Since the beginning of World War Two, Australians have been
concerned with the possibility of the war reaching their soil. As one of
the larger Allied nations in the Pacific, it will need to take on a leadership
role in the war with the Japanese.
Malaya: As a colony of the British Empire, the Malayan colonial
administration will support allied efforts taken to repel the Japanese
invasion. An ethnically diverse area, local rulers may find it difficult to stir
support for the Allied effort.
Netherlands: The Netherlands mobilized the Royal Netherlands Navy
and the KNIL air force upon declaring war against Japan on the 8thof
December 1941. The government-in-exile that fled to London following
the Nazi invasion also maintains control over the Dutch East Indies, an
archipelago of islands that consists of what is now Indonesia. A
resource-rich area, the Dutch will do everything in their power to
maintain control over their prized colony and
New Zealand: Much like Australia, the general public in New Zealand has
grown to be concerned at the prospect of a Japanese invasion. The
small but proud nation is ready to do whatever it takes to beat back the
rise of fascism in the Far East.
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The Republic Of China: The Republic of China and Japan have been
engaged in conflict since 1937. A large but poorly-equipped army has
slowly been conceding territory to the Japanese.
The United States Of America: The US declared war against Japan on the
8th of December, in response to the bombing of Pearl Harbour. The
American priority is to avenge this tragedy by thwarting Japanese plans
in the Pacific. However, a long period of neutrality and the weak state of
the Pacific naval fleet will prevent the superpower from being of
immediate aid to the Allies.
Philippines: The US colony will support allied efforts taken to limit
Japan's sphere of influence. Its mineral deposits and proximity to Japan
indicates that it is likely to suffer an invasion soon.

CHARACTER DESCRIPTION
British Delegation
Winston Churchill: The Prime Minister has significant influence over the
United Kingdom’s domestic and foreign policy. Additionally, the Prime
Minister can utilize the Armed Forces, Royal Navy and Royal Air Force for
strategic purposes.
·Lieutenant-General Arthur E. Percival: In April 1941, Percival was
promoted to lieutenant general and the General Officer Commanding of
Malaya. Percival directly controlled the British army corps within Malaya,
which he considered to be inexperienced. Percival also supported the
construction of airfields around the North and East of Malaya as aerial
superiority could significantly influence the outcome of the war.
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Robert Brooke-Popham: The commander in chief of the British Far East
Command is responsible for all defence matters related to Malaya,
Singapore, Burma and Hong Kong. Popham believed that the colonies
lacked the defence infrastructure required to deter a Japanese invasion.
Additionally, he was disappointed with the lack of attention given to the Far
East’s aerial defences as most of the defence infrastructure was directed
towards defending an amphibious invasion. Moreover, Popham failed to
receive additional reinforcements and defend the infrastructure required to
defend the colonies.
Lieutenant General Lewis Heath: The Lieutenant-General of theThird
Indian Corps directly controls the Indian army stationed in Malaya. Heath
strongly disagreed with Percival’s defence strategy of the colonies.
Lieutenant Colonel John Dalley: Dalley had suggested creating a guerrilla
network in 1940, which would conduct small-scale attacks against the
Japanese forces.
Australian Delegation
John Curtin: The Prime Minister has significant influence over Australia’s
domestic and foreign policy. Additionally, the Prime Minister can utilize
theArmed, Naval and Air Force for strategic purposes. Curtin was
determined to limit Japan’s sphere of influence within the Pacific as the
Japanese were likely to invade Australia in the case of reduced allied
presence within the Pacific. Hence, Curtin was willing to support the allies by
sending Australian forces to defend British colonies.
Gordan Bennet: Bennet served as the commander of the West Force arms
unit. The unit had been deployed to Malaya to fight alongside the Third
Indian Corps forces in the event of a Japanese invasion.
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Lieutenant General Vernon Sturdae: On 13 October 1939, Sturdae was
promoted from colonel to lieutenant general and assumed control of the
new Eastern Command. Sturdae had to supervise the raising, training and
equipping of the new Second Australian Imperial Force units being formed
in New South Wales, as well as the now-conscript Militia.
Malayan Delegation
Leong Yew Kohn: Leong controls the Malayan Kuomintang-guerrilla
branch of the Overseas Chinese Anti-Japanese Army, which controlled the
upper portion of the Perak River Valley.
Lai Teck: Leader of the Communist Party of Malaya and the Malayan
People’s Anti-Japanese Army. Since Lai Teck relied on the British police to
ascend the ranks of the Communist Party of Malaya, he steered the Party
on a course of non-confrontation with the British and wholly embraced the
Communist International's new line of co-operation with the United States
and the Western European powers against Nazi Germany and Japan.
Chin Peng: Peng served as the Leader of the Malayan Communist Party
and the Malayan National Liberation Party. Peng rose to prominence during
the second world war as he served as the liaison officer between the
Malayan People’s Anti-Japanese Army and the British military in South East
Asia.
Netherlands Delegation
Pieter Sjoerds Gerbrandy: The Prime Minister has significant influence
over Netherlands’s domestic and foreign policy. Additionally, the Prime
Minister can utilize theArmed, Naval and Air Force for strategic purposes.
Gerbrandy was determined to defend the Dutch East Indies colony.
Karl Doorman: The commander of the Dutch Naval forces has direct
control over the Naval force.
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New Zealand’s Delegation
Peter Fraser: The Prime Minister has significant influence over New
Zealand’s domestic and foreign policy. Additionally, the Prime Minister can
utilize theArmed, Naval and Air Force for strategic purposes. During the
Japanese invasion of Malaya, Fraser chose to keep New Zealand’s forces in
the Middle East instead of relocating them to the Pacific.
Chinese Delegation
Sun Ji Len: The leading general of the Chinese expeditionary forces has
direct control over the 38th division, which was sent to the Burma Road.
Chang Kai Shek: The Leader of the Republic Of China has significant
influence over China’s domestic and foreign policy. The Leader can utilize
theArmed, Naval and Air Force for strategic purposes. Chang is determined
to support the allies against their arch enemy, the Japanese.
Philippines Delegation
Manuel L Quezon: The President of the Philippines has significant
influence over domestic and foreign policy. Additionally, the President can
utilize theArmed, Naval and Air Force for strategic purposes. Quezon
supported MacArthur’s military youth training program, which was geared
towards preparing the Philippines forces against a Japanese invasion.

US Delegation
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Franklin D. Roosevelt: The President of the United States of America has
significant influence over domestic and foreign policy. Additionally, the
President can utilize theArmed, Naval and Air Force for strategic purposes.
In July 1941, after Japan occupied the remainder of French Indochina,
Roosevelt cut off the sale of oil to Japan. Roosevelt also placed the
Philippine military under American command and reinstated General
Douglas MacArthur into active duty to command U.S. forces in the
Philippines.
Douglas MacArthur: The commander of the US Army Forces in The Far
East has direct control over the US forces present in the Far East. The initial
American plan for the defence of the Philippines called for the main body of
the troops to retreat to the Bataan peninsula in Manila Bay to hold out
against the Japanese until a relief force could arrive. MacArthur changed
this plan to one of attempting to hold all of Luzon and using B-17 Flying
Fortresses to sink Japanese ships that approached the islands.
LINKS:
“Disaster in Malaya 8 December 1941 - 31 January 1942” https://oculuwo.primo.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/01OCUL_UWO/1brq4iv/cdi_brill
_books_B9789004306783_006
“Did Singapore have to fall? Churchill and the impregnable fortress”
https://oculuwo.primo.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/01OCUL_UWO/1brq4iv/cdi_ask
ewsholts_vlebooks_9781134396382
“British Malaya: an account of the origin and progress of British
influence in Malaya” https://oculuwo.primo.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/01OCUL_UWO/1hdoga6/alma9
91004499949705163
“Planting Empire, Cultivating Subjects: British Malaya, 1786 - 1941”
https://oculuwo.primo.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/01OCUL_UWO/1brq4iv/cdi_ca
mbridge_cbo_10_1017_9781139814867
“The Attack on Malaya by Japan”
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“Disaster in Malaya 8 December 1941 - 31 January 1942”
https://oculuwo.primo.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/01OCUL_UWO/1brq4iv/cdi
_brill_books_B9789004306783_006
“Did Singapore have to fall? Churchill and the impregnable fortress”
https://oculuwo.primo.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/01OCUL_UWO/1brq4iv/cdi
_askewsholts_vlebooks_9781134396382
“British Malaya: an account of the origin and progress of British
influence in Malaya” https://oculuwo.primo.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/01OCUL_UWO/1hdoga6/al
ma991004499949705163
“Planting Empire, Cultivating Subjects: British Malaya, 1786 - 1941”
https://oculuwo.primo.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/01OCUL_UWO/1brq4iv/cdi
_cambridge_cbo_10_1017_9781139814867
“The Attack on Malaya by Japan”
https://www.historylearningsite.co.uk/world-war-two/the-pacificwar-1941-to-1945/the-attack-on-malaya-by-japan/

